A COMPENDIUM OF ALL THE STORIES BY
HARPENDEN STUDENTS.
16-18 years

The 2021/22 competition sponsored by The Harpenden Society
proved to be a great success with 34 entries
coming from four schools.
The King’s School; Roundwood Park School; Sir John Lawes School
and Katherine Warington School.
The judges had a difficult time deciding which students were
worthy of awards.
Now it’s your opportunity to read the stories and come to your own
conclusions.
ENJOY
THE RESULTS - 11- 13 years
FIRST PRIZE
Tell Me a Story - Jessica
Howarth
Katherine Warington School
SECOND PRIZE
Life Support - Lilly Hall
The King’s School
THIRD PRIZE
The Raven – Elisha Kyeretwie
The King’s School

THE RESULTS - 14- 15 years
FIRST PRIZE
The Darkness of a Star - Zoe
Robertson
Sir John Lawes School
SECOND PRIZE
I Can Remember - Olly Garcia
Sir John Lawes School
THIRD PRIZE
‘Untitled’ - Neomi Yearwood
Katherine Warington School

THE RESULTS - 16- 18 years
JOINT FIRST PRIZE WINERS
A Devilish Game of Uno against
Death
Ruel Shepperd
Sir John Lawes School
Joely McPhun ‘Untitled’
Sir John Lawes School
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Prize Presentations
As the quality of the students work was written to
such a high standard ALL students have been
recognised with a personalised certificate.
AND a compendium of every student’s story will
soon be available on the Society web site.

Below; Roundwood Park School. Four of the seven
students awarded with personalised certificates.
Presented by Harpenden Society vice-chair Jeff
Phillips -far left; Emily Burke, English teacher; Ron
Taylor, competition organiser; and Alan Henshall,
Headteacher.

Above: Katherine Warington School. Amanda McPartlin, Deputy Head of English ;
Phil Waters, Chair The Harpenden Society; Jessica Howarth & Neomi Yearwood
competition winners; Ron Taylor, competition organiser; Tony Smith, Headteacher.

Above The King’s School. Chris Armitage, Society
Schools co-ordinator; Lilly Hall, competition winner;
Andy Reeves, Headteacher.

Above: Sir John Lawes. Zoe Robertson & Ruel Shepperd (competition winners) Phil
Waters, Chair The Harpenden Society; Ron Taylor, competition organiser;
Joely McPhun & Olly Garcia (competition winners)

Above The King’s School.; Phil Waters, Chair, The
Harpenden Society ; Elisha Kyeretwie , competition
winner; Andy Reeves, Headteacher.

The Harpenden Society have been supporters of ‘The Arts’ in primary schools across Harpenden during 2013 - 2015
with an annual competition including art, photography, writing, drama and music. After consultation with the school
heads the Harpenden Society agreed to support a new competition for the senior pupils devoted exclusively to
writing.
Full details of the society and its activities can be seen on the web site.
www.harpendensociety.org

ENTRIES FROM 16- 18 YEARS
Joely McPhun

Sir John Lawes School

There are times in this life where memories are made. Times where cool August evenings slip
away into the simplest fragments of time, as your sister twirls into the mauve dusk and leads
spiralling cascades of amber and sage trailing after her, with a veil of porcelain and lilac butterflies
hanging weightlessly on the air behind her. Where she tilts her head back and throws caution to
the wind as the moon takes its place as her spotlight, all whilst you watch on with wistful adoration.
There are times in this life where memories are made.
And there are times where memories are lost.
I remember the trees; the sprawling vines that twisted around and clung to the swaying maroon
pillars – decorations shrouded by an unruly canopy bursting with emerald life.
I remember the shallow breeze as it caught on her hair and wafted scents of her utmost
contentedness and blissful sublimity over to me.
I remember her smile, that oblivious smile – the kind that could compete with the magic of the
stars and the mystery of the moon and triumph. The kind that could salvage happiness in the most
unhappy of beings. The kind that almost saved me.
I remember it, the cliff; the mountainous vertical stretch of damp earth and fraying grass, footed
with rocks that reared their ugly heads from out of the thrashing inky waves, crowned with huddles
of weeds struggling for air smothered by sheets of rusting grass. Faint indents pressed into this
strained nature told me I wasn’t the first.
Her first, though.
And there she went; spinning and swirling and shrieking with delight – a mirror of the spiralled
Milky Way, an embodiment of every colour dragged across the canvas of the sky. She spread her
arms and suddenly she was a plane, amber beams filtering through under her wings, illuminating
her body and casting a fiery outline tracing her silhouette. Her head blocked the sun from reaching
me, and I was left in shadow. I didn’t mind though. It felt safe.
I didn’t really know how I could break away from her spectacle of oblivious joy, but somehow, at
some point during that stretch of time, I did. I shielded my body but not from the cold. Not from the
wind as bumps sprung up over my naked arms, or the light droplets that appeared to commence
their falling just as I came to terms with what had to be done. No, nothing physical. Rather, the
harrowing torment of killing her smile, evoking irreversible misery within her precious soul and,
perhaps worst of all, stealing her place of safety; naivety.
I slipped away, diminishing my movements to the greatest subtlety achievable, begging the
shadows to conceal my soulless body as it was compelled towards the edge. Every inch of earth I
left behind me felt like a crime, felt like a unique memory being thrown into the vacuum of time to
be lost forever
The twirling slowed and the plane returned to Earth and she was watching; watching from her
runway. A human again, she crept over to the edge, hands pawing at the ground beneath her as
she tensed against the now more violent wind. She didn’t seem so free now, didn’t have that same
glint of beautiful ignorance, that grin that told me she still didn’t know. No, it was all fading now.
Perfectly antonymous with her former self. Grace and elegance had left her and her limbs looked
weak – looked

weak – looked how I felt. No dancer, no free spirit. No arms
reaching for the sky anymore - rather, reaching for me. It was no use, of course. I was too far
gone, physically and mentally over the edge – unreachable to humankind. To her.
I kept going, but it wasn’t me in control anymore. An unbeatable force had taken over, possessing
my feet to continue suppressing the struggling natural life beneath them. It was funny, my feet
appeared to walk a path identical to that of the indents I noticed earlier. It was then that I
recognised that before, I had just been watching the my own path – watching my soul leave and
pass on over the edge mere minutes before I myself did.
I kept walking, allowing the dissonant music of the ocean’s roars to pour in and fill my head before
it wasn’t just the music, and wasn’t just my head. It was inescapable now, time had solidified my
fate and rendered me powerless as I stole closer and closer and my feet became unstable on the
earth and air escaped me and the ground crumbled away andAnd then it – it was heavenly, really.
Floating, the feeling of total bliss, my body weightless in a perpetual motion, the scales of force so
divinely balanced that it seemed as though I was forever trapped there.
Heavenly to a hellish extent.
Time felt unreal in that whirlpool of perfect chaos; grasslands, rocks, ocean, grasslands, rocks,
ocean, and back again, like a broken record eternally stuck in a loop, as my altitude diminished
and the strangely welcoming sight of stormy grey boulders freckled with jagged spear-head rocks
drew nearer and nearer.
It felt unnatural, the scent of the grandly rising tides mixed haphazardly with the overwhelming
stench of the black depths of the water below them, peppered with wispy white foam and dashes
of pebble. Like blending all the seasons into one great, tumultuous bundle that tears through all
that is tranquil and known. The odour ripped its way through my nose and ran laps around my
almost inactive brain, kicking up dusty clouds of what once was feeling. It mocked me as it gained
speed and soon spread through my entire empty shell of a body; a foreigner in this static and worn
down being.
It was almost as if they were beckoning me, the monstrous waves that piled on top of the priors,
thrashing against the rubble that was being violently folded in and around the water, crushed down
to smithereens.
The ocean begged for me to lie with it.
“Maya?”
And I accepted the invitation.

END

A Devilish game of Uno against Death by Ruel Shepperd
Sir John Lawes School
Death began to grow impatient sitting on his chair of bone in the middle of an empty room.
The room had two doors at opposite ends and at its centre was a standard wooden table.
Silence was all that could be heard by Death and so he started tapping the table with his
skeletal finger. In his left hand he held a pack of Uno cards. As the emptiness of the room
started to envelope Death, he retreated into his mind for some noise.
Where is he? Death began to ponder. He summons me for our little game right in the
middle of a glorious pandemic. It was a struggle to find someone suitable enough to take
over the management of excess souls in my short absence. All that excess will now be
wasted in heaven and hell without my supervision.
The door in front of Death swung open, smashing the wall and startling Death out of his
train of thought. The Devil walked in.
“Took you long enough,” Death said with a mix of shock and frustration in his voice.
“Good to see you too,” the Devil calmly replied. “I see you’ve dressed for the occasion.”
“Do you like it?” Death asked.
“It’s certainly shinier than your other cloaks,” the Devil said. “How did an errand-boy like
you get such nice silk?”
“Errand-boy!” Death snapped before regaining composure. “I know every soul that has ever
lived. One of them owed me a favour.”
“You wasted their favour on dull fashion choices?” the Devil inquired.
Death grinded his teeth in anger but remained calm enough to respond. “I am Death. I can
do whatever the hell I like.”
Of course you are, the Devil thought. Death. Who has not killed a single person. Who only
has power because humans and angels believe he has power. An errand-boy is what you
are; bringing souls of the dead to us is your only purpose.
“Shall we get started?” Death said gesturing to the table.
The Devil lit a floating fire above their heads, bringing chaotic light to the room. The Devil’s
crimson red face revealed itself in the light though his horns remained concealed (albeit
poorly). He took his seat, face to face with Death. Despite the hostile greetings, these two
still had some semblance of respect for each other even if they never showed it. That
respect lay in the pack of Uno cards that Death held in his hand. These two were the best
in existence at Uno, although their success in the game was due more to the abilities they
were born with rather than any actual skill. Death’s skull for a face made him impossible to
read. No emotion or subtle facial movement could give away what he was thinking, and he
knew it. His tone of voice was the only time an opponent may discover his thoughts and
tactics, but he was aware of this too, only speaking with a monotone voice when required to
say “Uno” and only altering his tone when he was certain of victory.

The Devil essentially cheated. Given his nature, anyone he came into proximity with was
compelled to make immoral and evil decisions. Humans commonly refer to this ability as
temptation. He could even manipulate this ability to a slight extent to compel others to do
what he wanted although, usually his wants and needs were purely evil. But Death was the
only opponent that the Devil could not sway as Death, despite his skeletal appearance, had
no moral bone in his body. He laughed and cheered whenever humanity plunged itself into
disastrous circumstances. No-one in heaven or hell truly understood why he took such
pleasure out of disaster, but the Devil had his suspicions.
Perhaps today is the day I call you out he thought. If what I believe about your so-called “soul
management” is true.
Death’s hands masterfully shuffled the cards and he dealt himself and the Devil seven each.
He placed the rest of the cards face-down at the centre of the table and removed a card from
the top of the pile, placing it face-up on the
table. The card was a yellow five and, in response, the Devil placed a yellow three on top.
The game had started.
Death placed down two identical cards. The Devil put down a wild card, changing the colour
to red. Death put down a red two. The Devil put down a red plus two. Death begrudgingly
picked up two cards. This back and forth continued for what felt like an hour with each
combatant trying to outwit the other. The Devil attempted to predict Death’s every move,
looking for the tiniest detail that may give him away. And Death, keeping his metal mental
focus, continuing to resist the Devil’s aura of influence. This monotonous pattern of the game
was suddenly disrupted as the Devil paused and began to speak.
“Given the length of this game, would it not be suitable to add some drama to the
competition?” the Devil asked.
“I see no reason why not,” Death responded. But I am confused as to why now he thought.
“If I win, I tell everyone the truth,” the Devil said. “If you win, I will remain silent.”
“Silent about what?” Death inquired with his hand slowly tightening.
“I have discovered something about your soul management,” the Devil
explained. “It started when I asked myself the question “What does Death do with all those
excess souls?” I looked further into the matter; I went to where you supposedly keep the
excess souls only to find nothing.”
“What are you suggesting?” Death asked, his hand now a fist.
“You know damn well what I’m suggesting, Errand-boy!” the Devil angrily blurted. “You eat
those souls to feed your power. To feed yourself in the hopes that one day you will control all
of creation. We only need one God. Two will cause all-out war.”
“When that war ends there’ll only be one God,” Death said with restrained anger in his voice.
Death’s response brought a smile to the Devil’s face
“So, it’s true then!” the Devil exclaimed.
“If I win,” Death sinisterly said, “You will take a cursed vow of silence on this matter, never
speaking about it even when asked to.”
The Devil grinned, welcoming the challenge before speaking. “And if I win, you will willingly
allow yourself to be leashed, becoming a permanent slave to me and the Lord.”
“I already am a slave!” Death yelled before calming himself. “Why do you think I eat those
souls?” The Devil smiled again upon hearing Death’s question.
My theory was correct! he thought whilst mentally celebrating.
“So, it’s settled then,” the Devil said, extending his arm out. Death met the Devil’s large red
hand with his skinny, skeletal hand. As they shook, a howling wind blew through the room.
The deal had been made. It could not be unmade.

The game continued, with each fighter becoming more desperate for victory, but the Devil was
the only one who showed it. Death’s face remained emotionless while the Devil was sweating.
The game reached a point where each had two cards left. Suddenly, Death relaxed himself.
He slowly and meticulously placed one of his cards on the top of the pile. It was a blue four.
“Uno,” Death muttered with extreme confidence. This made the Devil start to panic although
he did his best not to show it. He studied his two cards. One was a wild card and the other
was a green six.
No, no, no! he thought. He has me right where he wants me. Forcing me to choose only one
colour, making me rely on hope of all things. If luck would have me victory, I will have saved
trillions of lives from that parasite and stopped a war of which the lord will lose. I might even
be redeemed in his eyes. My loss
means Death’s secret stays with him, with no-one to stop his plan. I must win. I must.
The Devil placed the wild card down, uttering “Uno” before declaring the colour to be green.
Death swiftly responded, slamming his final card on the top of the pile. A green seven. The
howling wind returned, and Death jumped for joy, maniacally cackling as the Devil’s fire was
snuffed out.
After the wind had passed, Death summoned the Uno cards to his hand and glared at the
Devil.
“Now,” Death began, his voice full of pride, “Will you speak any further about this matter?” The
Devil could only solemnly stare back as his voice refused to speak.
“I thought so,” he said before gliding out the door and slamming it behind him. His cackle was
still ringing in the Devil’s ear as he sat alone in the now dark and empty room. Beaten, and
without hope.

END

